
Goddess 1131 

Chapter 1131: Reject the good person card 

An Xia really doesn't like doing small things by herself, others will remember her for a lifetime. 

Especially afraid of sending her a "good person card". 

Because she never considered herself a good person. 

Asicuo thanked her now, but she helped her out. 

That is, two million things are not worth mentioning. 

Axicuo wiped away the moisture from the corners of her eyes. She knew that her eldest brother An Xia 

was a temperament who did not like others to thank her, but for herself, her eldest brother was the 

savior of her family. 

It was when their family was desperate to save her. 

Adjusting his breathing a little, Asicuo said with a half cry and a half smile: "Big Brother, I don't know 

what to say besides thanking me." 

"My father... I only found out a few days ago. He planned to send me to Changhai to study. When I 

returned home... I committed suicide after returning home." 

The voice gradually choked up, tears shed again, "The suicide note has been written, and I was found 

out by my brother a few days ago. Brother, it's not you, my father...my father..." 

I was sobbed. 

Tong Xiaoguan and Tang Chu also wet their eyes. 

"Okay, okay, it's all over, don't cry, let's not cry on the good day." Tong Xiaoguan's voice was relieved 

with his arms around Asicuo's shoulders, "With our eldest brother here, don't worry about everything." 

"Don't put too much pressure on yourself. Brother didn't say anything just now. I still need you to 

support me at home." 

In the precarious home, Asicuo became the only pillar of the family. 

Asicuo didn't want to cry, but his eyes just couldn't stop. 

When Professor Shu mentioned that Afather's illness could be cured, the person he immediately 

thought of was An Xia. 

It is precisely because of such a fairy roommate that her whole family has since been reborn. 

Tang Chu also gently wiped away the tears of his roommate, and with his teary eyes, he whispered: 

"Don't cry, life will definitely get better and better." 

"Come on, close your eyes first. If you really want to thank you elder brother, thank you slowly in the 

future." 



An Xia did not join the ranks of relief. 

She has never been good at doing such things. 

I don't need other people to comfort me, and I don't know how to comfort others. 

In general, Axicuo got his wish for this trip to the charity party. 

When Axicuo's mood was completely stabilized, An Xia calmly said: "The party soon began. I heard that 

Fei Lao also donated a personal collection that is not available in the National Museum. The three of you 

will appreciate, appreciate, and see. " 

It is said that it is the jade seal of the former emperor, but I don't know whether it is true or not. 

If it is true, Fei Lao is indeed capable of getting Yuxi. 

An Xia sipped the champagne lightly, scanning the hall without a trace. 

How come the boyfriend, Teacher Mu, hasn't come yet? 

It's too early, and if I don't come again, I'm afraid I won't even be able to board the boat. 

Is something troublesome? 

Could you go to the deck? 

Then, to Tong Xiaoguan and the three of them: "I will go to the deck and have a look, and I will be back 

soon." 

"good!" 

The three of them stood in an inconspicuous corner, eating and drinking at ease. 

As for personal possessions that are not available in the National Museum, huh... 

They don't understand anyway, so it's better to eat more delicious food. 

The seafood on the boat is so delicious! 

Some can't stop talking. 

However, the boyfriend was not found, but Chang Fan put it on again like a dog skin plaster. 

"School girls! Do you mind if I be with you?" 

This time Chang Fan didn't greet An Xia directly, but turned to Tong Xiaoguan and the three. 

He asked, but his face didn't mean to leave at all. 

"Chang Xuechang! Can I say that mind?" 

For Chang Fan, Tong Xiaoguan is actually not too cold. 

I always feel that this person is a bit untrue. 

Obviously, she doesn't like her Yazi very much, so he still wants to speak softly to her. 



He didn't know how he pretended, did his eyes actually betray him. 

Chapter 1132: No way to start, anxious 

 

 

No matter how careless Tong Xiaoguan is, she is also a girl. 

Girls are always more delicate than boys. 

At this moment, seeing that Chang Fan didn't ask his eldest brother, but only asked himself, Tong 

Xiaoguan was immediately wary. 

It's not quite right. 

Not waiting for Tong Xiaoguan to expose, Chang Fan took the initiative and honestly confessed. 

"School girls, give me a chance to be a flower protector tonight, I just..." 

His face was dark, his gaze swept around slightly, and his voice was lowered, "I don't know how Fei Shao 

arranged this time, some of the boys and buddies who are unlikely to be at the party are here." 

"My mother is a native of Changgang, and my grandparents in Changgang can be regarded as an old and 

famous family. I know more or less about some things in Changgang." 

"School girl, if you really don't want me to accompany you, why don't you find a room to sit in?" 

As he said, his face was much dignified, and even his eyes were deeply worried, "You girls, without boys 

and elders by your side, are easy to be targeted." 

Is it easy to be targeted? 

Early Tang also thought of Xie Chiyan. 

The girls who are such a great sister Xie are molested by a few bad guys, then they... 

Thinking of the depths, the blood on Tang Chu's face was much paler. 

"Big Brother..." 

Hidden in Anxia, he said timidly, "Or, let's let Senior Chang accompany me? Or go back to the room?" 

Unexpectedly, it was Tang Chuye who accepted Chang Fan's company. 

Chang Fan is not happy about it, but a worried expression sincerely for the sake of the school girls, "Of 

course, you can also find someone to accompany you." 

"I don't know if you have anyone you want to meet? Maybe I can introduce them, and everyone will get 

together to chat. How do you think?" 

Still only looking at Tong Xiaoguan and the others, it seems that they haven't watched An Xia from 

beginning to end. 



It wasn't until he finished speaking that his eyes flickered, he quickly glanced at An Xia, and then quickly 

retracted. 

This made Tong Xiaoguan couldn't help laughing. 

Said, "Senior Chang, are you afraid of my eldest brother?" 

"Ah, no...no, no." As if the cat stepped on its tail, his whole body was tense, and his expression was 

unnatural. 

Tong Xiaoguan smiled and bent his eyes, joking, "No? No, how I look at it, you seem to be afraid of my 

eldest brother." 

"..." Chang Fan blushed, so embarrassed that he wanted to find a hole in the ground to hide, and 

squeaky said, "Is there any...is it so obvious?" 

He scratched his head again, and seemed to be even more embarrassed, "I thought, cough... I thought I 

was hiding well." 

Admit that I am afraid of An Xia. 

An Xia also smiled, "Are you afraid of me? Am I a cannibal monster?" 

"No, no!" Chang Fan quickly denied, anxious that sweat was on his forehead, "I'm just...that's..." 

I was so nervous that I couldn't speak completely. 

Finally, I changed the subject altogether, "I know a few people on this boat. I will take you to recognize 

people. Know a few more. Naturally, some guys with no vision will not dare to make ghosts." 

It was him who really made the idea. 

The people introduced to An Xia were also not good people. 

The reason why I want to take An Xia to get to know each other is just to tell the other party that An Xia 

is from his side, so don't make trouble for him. 

Tong Xiaoguan refused, "Xie Senior's kindness, but it's still forgive. We, we just want to be a group of 

beautiful girls quietly." 

Senior Chang Fan is not a good person himself, the people he wants to introduce— 

In case it is the same as the guy who bullied Senior Sister Xie, heh, wouldn't they be in the mouth. 

Said it was an introduction, in the end, I don't know whether it was going to fire or hell. 

Little fate matters, forget it! 

Tong Xiaoguan still can't let go of what Wu Shao and the others did on the deck. 

At the beginning of Tang Dynasty and Asicuo nodded in sympathy. 

Chapter 1133: 

 



An Xia was actually interested. 

He wants to introduce the people she knows, who would they be? 

Are they all on his line? 

Hearing this, he said calmly to him: "Do as you said, let's go." 

Um? 

The goal was suddenly achieved, and Chang Fan still didn't react. 

But An Xia saw a familiar figure at this moment. 

Teacher Mu, here comes. 

Dressed in a decent suit and tuxedo, carrying champagne, he walked through the crowd towards the 

inconspicuous corner. 

At the moment An Xia's gaze came back, Mu Chenyuan suddenly stopped slightly, turning his head, and 

Leng Li's gaze was precisely locked on An Xia's face. 

Looking up, there is tenderness in his eyes. 

Turns out she was there. 

He slightly raised the small champagne glass, and then took a sip on his thin lips. 

Wish a cup of far away to show your joy. 

Because An Xia is always busy, it is not too obvious to respond, but a small sip of champagne. 

Seeing him, she was also happy. 

Chang Fan also reacted at this time, and he seemed to be so happy that he couldn't believe it, "You, you 

agree? Are you? Yes?" 

Uh-- 

Why does this sound a bit wrong? 

"Student Chang, my eldest brother promised you to recognize friends together, don't you think too 

much?" 

Tong Xiaoguan kindly reminded. 

Depend on! 

Excited like this, people who didn't know thought that the eldest brother promised his girlfriend. 

It is necessary to speak out, so as not to be misunderstood. 

Especially Xie Xuejie is also on board! 

She wants to misunderstand, brother still has a good life? 



Chang Fan smiled, very naive, "I didn't think too much, I was just happy. Then..." 

Before he finished speaking, curses came from one side of the hall suddenly. 

"Fuck you! Where are the eyes!!!" 

"I sprinkle all the wine on my clothes. Do you know how expensive the clothes are, **** you! I can't 

afford to sell you!" 

The curse was loud, attracting the attention of countless people, and the ugly insult made many people 

frown. 

The sound of the curse was also very familiar, and the three of them, Tong Xiaoguan, Tang Chuye, and 

Axicuo, suddenly felt horrified. 

this is not…… 

Isn't it the rich and young Changgang who molested Xie Chiyan before? 

Wasn't he invited away by someone who paid less? 

Why did it appear again? 

At this time, An Xiahao asked Chang Fan in his spare time, "Do you know someone like that?" 

"I don't know! How could I...know!" 

Chang Fan smiled awkwardly, denied it immediately, and quickly moved his gaze away from Wu Shao. 

In fact, Chang Fan knows Wu Shao. 

He didn't lie just now. His maternal grandfather's family is indeed an old and famous family in 

Changgang, but the scenery is not as good as before. 

The cousins and cousins of his grandfather's family are all mud that can't support the wall. Every time he 

stays at his grandfather's house, they will be pulled out to have fun. 

And Wu Shao and others are cousins and their cousins' friends. 

He knew Wu Shao, and Wu Shao naturally knew him. 

In normal times, Chang Fan went to get together early. 

And now-- 

"Go! I'll show you elsewhere. The security of the banquet here will take care of it." 

He has only one thought now: Lead An Xia and the others to leave quickly, and can't let that kid attract 

An Xia's attention. 

The injured Young Master Wu was staring at the waiter who bumped into him with a gloomy expression. 

He said word by word in a sullen manner, "Since the two eyes are long and white, it's better to gouge 

out your young master." 



"Young Master Wu, I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I didn't pay attention to bumping into you. I'll take you to 

change into a clean suit. How do you think?" 

The voice of the waiter Ying came, and Chang Fan's pupils tightened. 

This voice! ! 

An Xia squinted her eyes and said: 

"You wait for me here first." 

After leaving a sentence, he walked straight to Wu Shao's direction. 

She saw an acquaintance: Xu Yong. 

A salesperson at a car sales shop in Changhai. 

I also saw the strange expression Chang Fan heard Xu Yong's voice. 

Although it was short, she had a panoramic view. 

Chapter 1134: Everyone loves acting 

 

Chang Fan knows Xu Yong. 

But it is very strange. 

After hearing Xu Yong's voice, Chang Fan suddenly raised his eyes. Under the shock that passed by, he 

was panicked and concealed. 

He is afraid of Xu Yong. 

This is interesting! 

Will the rich second-generation Chang Fan be afraid of a car salesman? 

An Xia approached, first glanced at Xu Yong, then turned to the hysterical Changgang Fu Shao, raising 

her eyes, she scanned the rich Shao's left hand. 

His eyes condensed slightly again. 

Newly bandaged, bloody, and injured. 

Wu Shao saw someone stepping up and looking up, his eyes flashed ruthlessly. 

That inland **** the deck! 

Oh shit! 

It's her again! 

"Fuck, you..." 



Wu Shaogang spoke, and wanted to curse An Xia again, but his voice stopped abruptly, and his fierce 

face suddenly reduced a lot. 

"Young Master Wu, find a time to leave." 

An elegant and gentle voice came from the hidden headset, "This is a distinguished guest." 

VIP-- 

It was because of her that the little finger of her left hand was cut off. 

He heard Xiangxian smile again and said: "Young Master Wu, be more natural, and you still have to say 

something. Be respectful and don't make people doubt it." 

Oh shit! 

What the **** are you going to do! 

The second youngest of Wu's family stared at An Xia fiercely, "Are you trying to be nosy again?" 

"No way, I know this one too, so I can only take care of it." An Xia with a faint gaze said unhurriedly, 

"How much is the shirt worth? Transfer to you?" 

"Miss An, don't pay for me, I will handle it myself, thank you Miss An." Before Wu Shao said a word, Xu 

Yong had already spoken apologetically, "Miss An, you..." 

But his words were not yet, An Xia already slightly raised his hand to signal him not to speak. 

"Miss An, right? Oh, the range of friends you know is quite large, and you even know this kind of bottom 

class." 

Wu Shao spoke coldly, feeling resentful in his heart but couldn't vomit it out. 

He stared fiercely at An Xia, the blue veins on his neck were entangled like centipedes because of anger, 

hideous and terrifying, "Are you Chiben Shao the lord who lacks money?" 

"Sure, since Miss Ann is so nosy, why not do this, you kneel down for him and knock three heads for me, 

I will let him go." 

Pointing at Xu Yong, Wu Shao smiled angrily, "I have suffered for a friend, I think Miss An will be willing." 

"Let me kneel to you?" An Xia chuckled, staring at the Second Young Master Wu Family with a stern 

look, as if looking at an ant, "I'm afraid you won't be able to leave here alive tonight." 

There was a bright threat. The second youngest of Wu's family had never been threatened so much 

before, and instantly felt that he had become a joke in everyone's eyes. 

"Don't you **** think..." 

"Wu Er Shao." 

Xiangxian appeared and raised his voice to stop, "The two are the distinguished guests of this banquet, 

why bother to get angry about a little thing." 



Then he said to An Xia: "I'm sorry Miss An. Wu Shao was hurt a little, and he was not in a good mood. He 

was offended. Please don't worry about Miss An." 

An Xia raised her eyebrows, "You are quite good at stepping on it, so should I be at ease?" 

"Then I will let Shao Wu apologize to you." Xiangxian replied kindly. 

Wu Shaoxian next to him was so angry that he rolled his eyes. 

If it weren't because Xiangxian was Fei Shao's assistant, he, he...he would definitely make Xiangxian look 

good! 

An Xia glanced at Wu Shao, who had to bear it, and smiled, "Forget it, I am inferior to this kind of 

people." 

"Thank you for Miss An's magnanimity." Xiangxian leaned slightly and turned to the second youngest 

member of the Wu family. "Second Younger Wu, I have arranged for the dressing room upstairs. Second 

Younger, please." 

Before Wu Ershao nodded and agreed, Xiangxian raised his hand slightly, and the two on-site security 

personnel went out. 

Tell them, "Take Wu Er to the locker room." 

Regardless of whether Wu Er Shao was willing to go to the locker room, he arranged the matter directly 

and couldn't let him refuse. 

Then, I apologized to An Xia again, "It is offensive, please forgive me." 

To An Xia, he is humble and dare not to be negligent. 

It seems for fear of causing An Xia's dissatisfaction. 

The attitude of giving each other one after the other can make Wu Ershao feel so angry that his lungs 

hurt. 

He is rushing to find humiliation! 

Chapter 1135: Come on, let's jump together 

 

 

After Xiangxian took away the second young master of Wu Jia who had used it up, he sent a delicate and 

small bracelet later. 

"Small apologize, please also Miss Ann to accept it." 

It is a small apologetic, but the logo on the box represents the preciousness of the bracelet. 

An Xia didn't refuse, but took it casually, and gave it to Tong Xiaoguan without reading more. 

The jewelry is all a burden to her. 



Seeing that the price was beautiful, I returned to Changhai and asked Tong Xiaoguan to go to a second-

hand luxury goods store to sell. The money would let them separate and improve their lives. 

Tong Xiaoguan hadn't realized the preciousness of the little bracelet. He took the handshake, did not 

dare to look, and stood silently behind An Xia. 

Hold on, don't panic. 

Don't shame big brother. 

Xiangxian is a busy person. Seeing that she received the gift in Anxia, she leaned slightly before leaving. 

A small friction was resolved, and the onlookers continued to chat, as if not paying attention. 

However, there are still many people's eyes that swept An Xia intentionally or unintentionally. 

Which daughter? 

Face to face, never seen before. 

Just now, I heard Fei Shao’s assistant shout "Miss An" with the "An" surname. The rich list in Changgang 

is different from the "An" surname. 

That is inland. 

Guessed that it might be from the inland, he paid less attention to Anxia. 

Chang Fan didn't show up, and kept standing in place, staring darkly at the outgoing server. 

He must have heard that voice. 

It's him! 

He is the "big brother" who has been contacting himself on his cell phone for three years and has never 

seen his face! 

An Xia actually knew him! 

When did you meet? 

Did you get to know An Xia after making a phone call at Huxinting last time? 

No, it doesn't look like it. 

It's more like having known each other for a long time. 

Xu Yong didn't take another look at Chang Fan. He stood in front of An Xia, thanking you from the 

bottom of his heart, "Miss An, thank you just now." 

"If it weren't for you to help, I really don't know what will happen in the end?" 

Xu Yong was not affected much by this incident, except that his face was a little pale, he was still gentle 

and respectful. 

As a waiter, his ability to respond on the spot is still very strong. 



An Xia smiled disapprovingly, "You are polite, it's a trivial matter." 

Then, some puzzled questions asked, "Why are you here? Changed career?" 

Xu Yong smiled and said, "There is no change of career. I am originally from Changgang. Two days ago, I 

was introduced by a friend to do odd jobs and earn some foreign exchange." 

It's from Changgang again. 

"Your accent, I can't tell you are from Changgang." An Xia said, looking at Xu Yong slightly, looking a little 

curious. 

Xu Yong explained somewhat embarrassingly, "My mother is from inland and my dad is from 

Changgang. I was only born in Changgang and I have been studying in Changhai." 

"Changgang only occasionally comes back to see grandpa and grandma." 

I was afraid that An Xia would not understand him well, so he explained, "Nowadays, there are many 

Changgang people who only have the identity of Changgang, but they all grew up in the interior." 

An Xia is really not sure, but she knows that Xu Yong is quite diligent. 

Then he asked him: "Aren't you tired?" 

I don't know if he is tired from work or if he is tired from other aspects. 

Xu Yong kept smiling, "Not tired, it's a bit to earn more while young." 

He seemed to be reluctant to talk too much about personal matters, and he was still working, so he 

couldn't talk too much, so he said: "Excuse me, Miss Ann, I'll go ahead." 

"What happened just now, thank you again for your action. If Miss An is still in Changgang tomorrow 

and wants to make a round in Changgang, if you don't mind, I can accompany you locally." 

As if for fear of An Xia's misunderstanding, Xu Yong quickly explained again. 

"It's free, just to thank you for your caring for me last time in the car shop, and for your help tonight." 

Chapter 1136: Acquaintances of the Imperial Domain 

 

 

An Xia shook his head, "No, one of my seniors is also very familiar with Changgang. He just said that he 

will take us to eat and play in Changgang tomorrow." 

While speaking, An Xia deliberately glanced at Changfan. 

"That's really a shame." 

Xu Yong immediately showed a trace of regret, and there was a fleeting cold light in his eyes. 

Chang Fan, this kid is a bit disobedient. 



It seems that he needs to be reminded. 

An Xia didn't seem to notice, but looked around looking for someone, muttering to herself, "Huh? 

Where's the person? Just still there." 

"Be busy, I'll find someone." 

Naturally, it was not Chang Fan, but her boyfriend, Teacher Mu. 

People? 

Not here just now. 

Xu Yong misunderstood. 

But at the moment he has no way to stay with An Xia, he has to do what he needs to do in his current 

status. 

"Miss Ann, goodbye." 

Bend down, Xu Yong respectfully retreated. 

An Xia smiled, her eyes slightly cool. 

It's good to know each other, and I am looking forward to what kind of drama they will have on her next. 

Hope it is wonderful and exciting. 

It's not in vain that she pretended to be a student for so long. 

But An Xia didn't know, just when she helped Xu Yong to rescue Xu Yong, she caught someone's 

attention. 

Seeing An Xia was about to leave, this person walked quickly in front of her and stopped her from going. 

"Excuseme! Noblelady!" 

The voice is very gentle, smiling, and very gentleman. 

When An Xia heard this voice, her pupils suddenly tightened before she could see who came. 

A mantra that Xia Guo's young people like most almost popped out of his mouth. 

Damn it! 

Met an acquaintance. 

Or the emperor was calm and didn't really pop out the Mandarin. 

The person who suddenly appeared was not someone else, but the Earl of Winsell who came to Xia after 

looking for the traces of the Tianquan people. 

But An Xia didn't want to interact with him at this time. 

Anyone who has a relationship with the emperor domain, she doesn't want to have intersection at all. 



Raising her eyes, facing Winsill's initiative to strike up a conversation, An Xia treated Winsill as if he was 

a stranger, looking at Winsill with a doubtful face, and asked. 

"What?" 

After years of absence, this guy is handsome again. 

I don't know if he has escaped An Qian's claws. 

Poor guy, it's miserable to be looked at by An Qian. 

Although thinking of "miserable" in my heart, it is more gloating. 

When she was still in the imperial domain, the heirs of the other four major families were polite and 

respectful to her. 

After coming out of the training prison alive, the four guys immediately admitted that she was the new 

emperor. 

Only Winsier refused to admit it. 

He also said, "One day, I will definitely kill you and become the new emperor." 

Ugh. 

Before he killed himself, he died. 

And the guy who threatened to become the new emperor still did not become the emperor. 

Let An Qian become the emperor. 

Dare to love Winsier is also a guy who only plays "mouth cannon" and can't take actual actions. 

Irritating. 

Don't want to see him. 

If you are really capable, you should meet her as the current emperor. 

When encountering an acquaintance in the imperial domain, the emperor An Xia had a little more 

psychological activity. 

The same goes for Winsier. 

Like, too much! 

Too much like his emperor An Xia! 

Even the eyes look alike. 

The face is also like! 

Even though I am much younger, my eyebrows are also much warmer. 



Winsier couldn't help lowering his posture as the young girl whose eyes were as blue as the sky locked 

tightly and gave him a sense of familiarity. 

With a softer voice, he said, "Hello, beautiful and noble princess, I am Winsell. I don't know if I am 

honored to meet you." 

Just speaking, it reveals the elegance and nobility of a true aristocracy. 

An Xia sneered at this. 

Pack. 

I haven't seen it for many years, but I still pretend. 

Chapter 1137: Winsier's sorrow 

 

 

There are too many places where Anxia most dislikes Winsiel. 

The deepest prejudice is Winsier's ubiquitous elegance and nobility. 

Even performing the task together, the enemy's blood will be splashed on him, and he dislikes it as if it is 

killing him! 

There are a lot of turtle feathers. 

For example, if you do not perform tasks continuously, you must ensure that he can bathe. 

Turtle hair! 

For example: sharing his things is not allowed, and performing tasks together will not work! 

Turtle hair! 

For example: Don't sleep next to him, breathing too heavily affects him to fall asleep. 

Turtle hair! 

for example…… 

God-- 

No, it's in Xia Guo now, and Xia Guo can only talk about God. 

Oh, my god, he has too many tortoises. 

It's a headache guy! 

An Xia didn't have the excitement of reuniting acquaintances. 

Just want to flash people quickly. 

So he replied blankly, "You are not honored to know me, goodbye." 



In Winsier's eyes, he looked more like the emperor he knew. 

He was always calm, his eyes were a lot of excitement, but he was afraid that he would scare the 

familiar oriental girl in front of him, Winsell was still very restrained, and continued to gently say: "Did I 

scare you? I'm sorry, mine. Princess……" 

"Stop it." An Xia raised his hand to stop him from continuing to express his emotions. "This is Xia 

Country. Xia Country does not have a princess, thank you." 

... 

It is exactly the same as the former emperor An Xia. 

The emperor at that time was just like that when he didn't want to listen to him, and interrupted himself 

very unceremoniously. 

The previous self would be very angry. 

I was so angry that I didn't want to pay attention to her for several days. 

But now-- 

Familiar enough to make him want to cry. 

"Sorry, I was impolite. I..." I almost said my princess again, and said in time, "What should I call you? Can 

you give me a chance to meet you?" 

"Because you and an old person I know are so alike, really alike." 

"When I saw you just now, for a moment I thought she was back." 

Sadness flows out inadvertently. 

In my eyes, my heart, and my words, invisible sadness flows. 

An Xia was stunned. 

Is he sad for her? 

Will he? 

"Beautiful lady, you and my friend are so alike, no matter where you are. I miss her for too long and too 

long. I am very excited to see you, I..." 

In the blue eyes, sadness surged, and the gentle smile disappeared little by little in the beautiful face 

that looked like a god, until it disappeared completely, leaving only the sadness. 

An Xia was completely shocked. 

No way! 

No way! 

Winsier, who is the least dealing with himself, will he be sorry for her? 



Still saying miss her? 

What do you miss her? 

Didn't miss her give him the position of the lord of the emperor domain? 

Also, as a person in the imperial realm, when did his emotions show so much that he couldn't control it 

anymore? 

Ah! 

An Qian's incompetence was so incompetent that even the people around him who assisted him were 

incapable of restraining him. 

For this reason, An Xia's eyes became colder. 

Today's imperial domain is just a smog! 

"Your approach is too old-fashioned." An Xia snorted with a cold face, "If you want to miss your friend so 

much, why don't you go find her?" 

"Also, I'm not your friend, please don't make a mistake. Uncle, please let me know, I'll find my friend." 

After finishing speaking, An Xia walked away from Winsier without looking back to find Tong Xiaoguan 

and the others. 

When several guys saw her talking to Xu Yong, they all slipped away to find food. 

I was standing in front of the long dining table, winking at her from time to time while eating. 

Looking at An Xia's departed back, Winsier didn't catch up with his eyebrows, but his brows were 

frowned. 

Then, he turned to ask the assistant who was following him, "What did she call me just now? Uncle?" 

"Is she calling my uncle? I am now an uncle?" 

Somewhat angry. 

As before, his anger can always be easily provoked by An Xia. 

Chapter 1138: My lord earl 

 

 

Winsier was angry. 

How could he be an uncle. 

His assistant, who is also a bodyguard, has also seen Emperor An Xia. 

Hearing that, he kept his head down and replied respectfully, "You are very young, but compared to the 

lady who left just now, you are indeed older than her." 



"Damn it! You made me even more angry." Winsier tried to maintain his grace, but unfortunately, he 

still went violently. 

The assistant took a quick look, and he was not afraid of death and added with a smile, "You are very 

much like before. The former emperor can always make you very angry easily." 

In a word, it's like a certain acupuncture point in the Earl of Winsill. 

All the anger disappeared instantly. 

After a while, he asked, "You also think that she is like the emperor, right?" 

"Yes, my Lord Earl." The assistant nodded slightly. 

I can't say like, I can only say exactly the same. 

The young lady who had just left was a little different from the emperor he had seen before, except for 

her face. She was much younger and was exactly the same in other respects. 

The ability to anger the earl is exactly the same. 

"So, do you say she is the emperor?" Winsier asked again, hopeful in his trembling tone. 

And this time-- 

His assistant did not immediately answer. 

How could it be the emperor? 

My Lord Earl, have you forgotten? 

The emperor has been away from you for five years. 

She died in a murder. 

When you found her, there were no bones of the Emperor in the vast expanses of aircraft wreckage. 

Winsier stood, looking around blankly. 

What about the girl who made you familiar? 

Where did she go? 

Why did she and his emperor An Xia imagine so much. 

Why? 

Why? 

Is someone doing this deliberately? 

"Will it be the conspiracy of the Emperor Territory?" He whispered, asking himself. 

An Xia also asked herself. 

How could Winsier, who is far away on the other side of the earth, appear in Xia Country? 



Appeared in front of his eyes again. 

Did he find something? 

Need to let Tianshu investigate. 

As he was thinking, Tong Xiaoguan’s voice came in his ears, "Big Brother! That's Big Brother! Wherever 

you go, this charm is not diminished." 

Looking at An Xia, who was easily dealt with and returned safely, Tong Xiaoguan, who was still holding 

the jewelry box in his hand, gave it a flattering. 

When her thoughts were interrupted, An Xia was a little unhappy, raised her eyes, smiled coldly at Tong 

Xiaoguan, and said: 

"Why? Fancy it? Or, let me introduce it to you?" 

He smiled so Tong Xiaoguan, his back straightened into a chill. 

"Need not!" 

Decisively refuse. 

Men are like clothes, friends are like siblings, eldest brother is her siblings, clothes can be discarded, 

siblings can be discarded! 

Immediately changed the subject, glanced at Xu Yong who was serving the guests not far away, and 

asked: "Brother, that waiter, do you know?" 

An Xia said indifferently: "One side, he bought the two cars when I came to Changhai for service." 

There is nothing to hide from the acquaintance with Xu Yong. 

Tong Xiaoguan said "Oh", frowning slightly. 

"Senior Chang seems to be nervous. You know that waiter, isn't it just a waiter? Why is he nervous?" 

An Xia asked, "Chang Fan? I came again just now." 

"Well, I came and went. Just when you were talking to that handsome foreigner, Chang Xuemen hurried 

over and said that he had something to leave for a while and came back later." 

"Then how do you say he is nervous and I know Xu Yong?" An Xia asked again. 

Tong Xiaoguan laughed, "Intuition, a girl's intuition." 

"..." An Xia said nothing, she could only say that Tong Xiaoguan's intuition was accurate. 

Chang Fan did reject himself talking to Xu Yong. 

why? 

Is it possible that there is still a competitive relationship between the two? 

An Xia looks for Chang Fan's figure, wondering if he will look for Xu Yong. 



Chapter 1139: Trouble again 

 

 

Chang Fan has hidden. 

Hidden in the room, with red eyes, he drank the champagne in the glass in one sip, then smashed the 

small glass against the wall. 

"Oh shit!" 

He cursed in a low voice, his tone was full of unwillingness. 

After leaving Anxia, the other side Xiangxian went up to the second floor alone and came to the room at 

the end. 

The security guard at the door consciously turned sideways, and opened the door openly. 

"Fei Shao! Miss Ann's affairs have been taken care of." 

The dedication at this time has lost the calmness and gentleness in front of others, and some are just 

from the bones of cautiousness and caution. 

"interesting!" 

Fei Weiye shook the red wine in his hand lightly, and there was an evil charm in his eyes. 

Fei Weiye could clearly see everything that happened in the banquet hall before. 

Xu Yong's method is a bit old-fashioned, but it seems to work very well. 

An Xia really made a move, and he caught up with him. 

"Will Miss Ann's identity?" 

Will it cause trouble? 

The corners of Fei Weiye's mouth raised, and he gave each other a wicked look. 

"The more so, don't you find it more interesting?" 

Although he didn't know how An Xia contacted his father, this did not affect his appreciation of his prey 

slowly falling into the trap. 

Fei Weiye took a sip of the red wine in his glass, and then asked. 

"How about the manpower arrangement?" 

"It has been arranged, only to wait for the ship to sail into the high seas." 

Xiangxian lowered his head, never raised his head from beginning to end. 

"You have to keep an eye on this. If they succeed this time, it's okay, if they fail..." 



Fei Weiye's eyes appeared fiercely, "It will be difficult for us to return to Changgang in the future." 

"Don't worry, there will be no accidents." Xiangxian replied confidently. "Those who are less than us are 

also ready. If they fail, this sea is their burial place." 

Fei Weiye nodded slightly with satisfaction, and Xiangxian always made him feel relieved. 

At this time, there was a vibration from the dedicated cell phone. 

After a few seconds passed, Xiangxian's face became dark, and he said coldly, "Throw it down." 

Seeing this, Fei Weiye didn't ask what happened, just waved his hand, "Go ahead." 

In response, he bowed out of the room. 

At the same time, Anxia also received text messages. 

After seeing it, his face is also slightly heavy. 

It was sent by Mu Chenyuan. 

"Tian Xinyuan was taken away, look for it quickly." 

This stupid woman! 

An Xia cursed secretly. 

Quickly walked out of the banquet hall and looked around. 

"Save people! Save people!" 

"Someone fell into the water!" 

Under the night sky, an urgent call suddenly rang and spread quickly. 

The people on the deck heard the wind and ran to the distress location. 

I saw a figure rising and falling like waves in the vast and deep sea, struggling hard. 

It seems that the next second will be swallowed by the sea. 

There were a lot of onlookers, but all of them looked like ants on a hot pot and were at a loss. 

"Hurry up and inform the captain, stop the ship to save people." 

In the cold and stern shout, a figure jumped from the deck like a sharp arrow, fell into the sea, and 

quickly swam towards the "wave". 

"Ah! Someone jumped into the sea to save someone." 

"This is crazy too!" 

… 

Amidst the noise, a few people were still awakened. 



One after another went off the deck to find someone for help. 

The sea water at night with a hint of chill, penetrates the skin and pierces the bone marrow. 

cold! 

Tian Xinyuan was completely awake, waving her limbs constantly. 

She still doesn't want to die! 

Her rich life has not yet started. 

But the surrounding sea water was like a flood that opened the gate, pouring into her mouth and nose 

wantonly. 

Tian Xinyuan's consciousness gradually blurred. 

Is this dying? 

Chapter 1140: Sudden accident 

 

 

Tian Xinyuan's consciousness became more and more blurred, and her eyes gradually closed as if 

pouring lead. 

But she still doesn't want to die! 

In the dimness, bursts of rushing calls, accompanied by bursts of waves, poured into her ears. 

So real, but so far away. 

It looks like a dream but not a dream, giving her a sense of unreality. 

Tian Xinyuan's eyes finally couldn't hold back, and she closed completely. 

The whole body is like duckweed in the sea, following the current. 

"interesting!" 

Looking at Xu Yong, who was struggling to swim towards Tian Xinyuan, An Xia showed a meaningful 

sneer on her face. 

When she heard someone calling for help, she immediately thought whether it would be Tian Xinyuan 

who was taken away. 

But before she could walk to the guardrail, Xu Yong had no idea where she came from. After screaming, 

she jumped into the sea without hesitation to save people. 

Brave for righteousness? 

Heroes save beauty? 



An Xia didn't think Xu Yong had such a mind and spirit. 

She didn't jump early, and didn't jump late. It happened that she suddenly jumped out from behind 

when she appeared. 

Jumped down... 

As for how Tian Xinyuan fell into the water? 

Was it accidental, or was it deliberately thrown into the water? 

The possibility of being thrown into the sea is the greatest. 

"Brother! So you are here, fortunately..." 

Tong Xiaoguan patted his chest and ran to An Xia out of breath, and a little guilty came to an abrupt end. 

"Fortunately what?" 

"Fortunately, it was not me who jumped into the sea?" 

An Xia looked at Tong Xiaoguan, who was out of breath and panting, with a teasing expression on her 

face. 

Does she look so like a "good-for-nothing" who "does bravely when he sees righteousness and sacrifices 

himself"? 

Suddenly he was ignited to think carefully, Tong Xiaoguan smiled, and hurriedly replied: 

"Either it's good! It's not good!" 

She was really afraid of An Xia Yihu, as soon as she became temperamental, she jumped directly from 

here to save people! 

So before hearing that someone fell into the water, and then someone jumped into the sea to save 

people, Tong Xiaoguan didn't say a word, leaving Tang Chuya and Axicuo rushed over to find out. 

"Who fell into the water then? Where is Tian Xinyuan? Isn't this guy likes to join in the fun?" 

An Xia pointed to the dark sea and said indifferently: 

"It was Tian Xinyuan who fell into the water, and Xu Yong was the waiter who jumped into the sea to 

save people." 

"what……" 

As soon as An Xia's voice fell, Tong Xiaoguan seemed to be pinched in his throat and picked up. 

There was panic in his eyes. 

Is Tian Xinyuan who fell into the water? ? 

Did you fall into the water accidentally? 

The heart is tense, and his hands are also holding back, trembling: "She will be fine, will she?" 



Looking at the deep and marginal sea under the boat, the fear on Tong Xiaoguan's face grew deeper and 

deeper. 

How can the good guys fall into the water? 

just in case…… 

just in case…… 

Stop, stop, nothing happens, there will be nothing wrong. 

An Xia thought about it before saying. "Nothing will happen, it's nothing more than choking on a few 

more salivas and being a little frightened." 

From Tian Xinyuan falling into the water, to Xu Yong jumping into the sea in time to save people, it was 

just a matter of ins and outs. 

There is certainly no danger to life, but it is inevitable to be frightened. 

It just so happened that Tian Xinyuan learned a lesson, nothing was rash, and beware that her life was 

gone. 

Upon hearing this, Tong Xiaoguan's worries on his face were obviously lightened a lot. 

"Big Brother! Xiaoguan!" 

Tang Chu also ran over with Asicuo, and the two of them were frightened when they heard that 

someone had fallen into the sea. 

Before he could react, Tong Xiaoguan "shooed" and ran away, so horrified that they thought it was the 

eldest brother who fell into the water! 

Tong Xiaoguan finished in one breath, "Tian Xinyuan has fallen into the water. The eldest brother 

jumped off the waiter at the banquet to save someone." 

what! ! 

Tian Xinyuan fell into the sea? ? 

The blood on Tang Chuye and Asicuo's faces faded clean with a brush. 

 


